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AUTOMORPHISMS OF COMMUTATIVE RINGS(!)
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ABSTRACT.   Let  S   be a commutative ring with   1, let   G  be a finite

group of automorphisms of B,   and let  A   be the subring of  G-invariant el-

ements of B.   For any separable   .4-subalgebra  A'   of B,  the following asser-

tions are proved:   (1)  A'   is a finitely generated, projective  vl-module;   (2) for

each prime ideal   p   of  A,  the rank of  A'    over  Ap   does not exceed the

order of  G;  (3) there is a finite group  H  of automorphisms of  B  such that

A'   is the subring of //-invariant elements of B.   If, in addition,  A'   is  G-

stable, then every automorphism of A'   over A   is the restriction of an auto-

morphism of  B, and   Hom^^', A')   is generated as a left  .d'-module by those

automorphisms of  A'   which are the restrictions of elements of  G.

Let E be any  G-stable subalgebra of the Boolean algebra of all idempotent

elements of B.  The closure of G with respect to E is the set of all auto-

morphisms p  of B for which there exist a positive integer n and e¡ G E,

a i G G, such that e¡ • p = e¡ ■ o¡ for  1 < i < n  and U"=i^- = 1   in the

Boolean algebra E.

Proposition 1. Let E be a G-stable subalgebra of the Boolean algebra

of all idempotent elements of B, and let G be the closure of G with respect

to E.

(i) G is a group of automorphisms of B over A,  which contains G.

(ii) G is the set of all automorphisms p of B for which there exist a

positive integer n, a G-stable set [el>- • ■ , en} of n pairwise orthogonal

elements of E, and o¡ G G for  1 < i < n,  such that p = 2"=1e,- • o¡.

Proof.  Clearly G CG.   Let p be an element of G; let « be a posi-

tive integer; and, for  1 < i < n, let ei be an element of E and  a¡ be an

element of G, such that e¡ ■ p = e¡ ■ o¡ and \J"=le¡ =1.  If a G A,  then

e¡ • p(a) = e¡ • a ¡(a) = e¡ • a for  1 < i < n; and, since U"=i^/ = 1» it follows

readily that p must be an automorphism of B over A. Also, for  1 < i < n,
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p-'íe,) = P~l(et ■ afiT^Ù) " P~l(e¡ ' paf1^,)) = p"1^,) ■ of1 fe,)

= 07%) • p"1^.) = o-r1(e¡ ■ afi'1^)

= or\er pp-1(ei)) = or1(ei);

and \J"=laJ'1(e¡) = p~! (U"= ! e,-) = 1. From the equation e¡ • p = e. • o¡, it

follows that  oJ1(e¡) ■ o]~1p = fff ,(ef) • 1, and  o¡~1(ei) • a,"1 = a^1(ei) • p_1

for  1 < i < n. Therefore p~1 G G.  Now let p'  be an element of G; let n

be a positive integer; and, for  1 </ < «', let e^- be an element of E and oy

be an element of G, such that e'j • p = e'j • oy and U"=ie/ = 1«  Then

«l • °i(e'¡) ■ PP = «i • ofe'j) • °iP = et • ofe'j) ■ ap)

for  1 < i < n  and   1 < / < n   and

n      n n   / /n      \\ n

U   U  V ofe'j) = U(e, n ai U *>)) = U «i - I-
i=i /=i i=i\      v=i //    1=1

Therefore pp G G, and it has now been established that G is a group of auto-

morphisms of B over A.   {o(e¡)\oGG and   1 < í < n} is a finite subset of

E, and it generates a finite, G-stable subalgebra of E.   Letting fit • • • ,fm  be

the distinct minimal elements of this subalgebra,   {flt- ■ • , fm} is a G-stable

set of pairwise orthogonal elements of E suchthat  H^=lf/-= 1.  Let / beany

integer such that   l</<m.  Since  U"=iei=l> there exists an integer i,

1 < i < », such that /j. = ff n e. = jÇ • e,.,  and fj-p=fj- e¡p = r} • ef • a¡ =

fj • Of. Hence, for  1 </ < n, there exists r- G G such that f.- p = f- ■ r;-;

and p = ^TLifj ' P = ^í=i// ' T/- Conversely, if p  is an automorphism of B

for which there exist pairwise orthogonal elements el,- • • , en  of E and ele-

ments Oj, • • • , o„  of G such that p = S"-^,- ' ff,-, then e¡p = e¡ ■ a{ for

1< i < n, U?=ie,- = £^i«i = P(l) = 1. and therefore p G G.

Notice that the closure of G  as defined in [10, Definition 3.7], is just the

closure of G with respect to the Boolean algebra of all idempotent elements of

B; and statement (ii) of Proposition 1 is a slight strengthening of Lemma 1.1 of

[8].  Also, whenever e1,- • • , en  are pairwise orthogonal idempotent elements

of B  such that  ^"-le,- = 1,  and  o¡C G  for   1 < i < n;  then it is easily veri-

fied that the mapping v = ^/Li^,- ■ ai is a homomorphism of B into B.

Proposition 2.   Let n be a positive integer, let E = [el, • • ■, en} be

a G-stable set of n pairwise orthogonal idempotent elements of B such that

2"-^,- = 1, and let a¡ G G for  1 < i < n.  17 = 2"-^,- • a¡ is an automorphism

of B if, and only if, the mapping tt of E into E, defined by the rule

■n(e¡) = a,~ ' (e¡) for  1 < / < n,  is a permutation of E. Moreover, if 17 is an
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automorphism of B,  then v   ! = 2"= 1ir(e() • a¡ l.

Proof.   Observe that E generates a finite, G-stable Boolean algebra of

idempotent elements of B, and 77  induces a homomorphism of this algebra into

itself. Now suppose that 77 is an automorphism of B.   Then  r?  and v~x   in-

duce automorphisms of the finite Boolean algebra generated by E; and, therefore,

77 and 77"1   must induce permutations of E.   From the equation e¡ = rm~1 (£,-)

= 2"=1ey • a.-77_1(e,), it follows that e¡ = aiv~1(ei) for  1 < i < n.  Therefore

o71(e¡) = v~l(e¡) for  1 < 1 < «, and  tt is the permutation of E induced by

ij    . Conversely, suppose that  77 is a permutation of E; and let  0 = 2"=17r(ef)

• aj1. Then

07?= ¿ Ket) • a7l(e¡) • 07*0,
'./'= 1

=  f 07% ■ e¡) ■ o71oj - £ TT(e¡) -1 = 1,
«',/'= 1 «-1

while

n n

"Ve = Z ei " «vyi*/) ' añl = £ ^-««i) ' <*/■)) ' °ia/rl
i,/=l i,/=l

= ¿aI(7r(ef))-a/ar» = ¿e.-i = i.
i= 1 1= 1

Therefore 77 is an automorphism of B and  0 = 77"1.

Corollary. Let Bx and B2 be commutative rings; let H be a finite

group, which is represented as a group of automorphisms of B¡ by a homomor-

phism <¡>( of H into the group of all automorphisms of B¡ for i = 1,2; and

let co be a homomorphism of Bt into B2, such that cof^foXft)) = 02(o)(w(£>))

for oGH and bGBv Suppose that n is a positive integer; E= {ei,---,

en} isa 0j(//)-stóWe set of n pairwise orthogonal idempotent elements of B,,

such that 2"=1ef = 1; and otGH for  1 < 1 < n.

(i) // 2"=1ef • <¡>x(o¡) is an automorphism of B\,  then  S"=1co(e¿) •

02(af) is an automorphism of B2.

(ii) // X"=lcj(el) • <p2(o¡) is an automorphism of B2  and with at most

one exception w(ei)¥=0 for  l</<«,  then  2"=1ef ■ 0,(0,) is an automor-

phism of Bl.

Proof.  oj(E) is a finite set of idempotent elements of B2  and

Estofe,.) = <o(S?=1e,.) = co(l) = 1.  Clearly the zero terms of 2?=1co(e,) and
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2"=1co(e¿) • 02(oy) may be disregarded and it is only necessary to consider the

subset E2  of nonzero elements of 00(E). Since E is 01(//)-stable and

<p2(o)(oj(e)) = co(0j(a)(e))  for  oGH and eGE,  oj(E) and E2  must be

02(//)-stable sets. Therefore, a mapping 7r2  of E2  into /T2  is obtained by

restricting the correspondence  oj(ei)-^-KJ>2(a^1)(ùj(ei)),  1 < 1 < n,  to the ele-

ments of E2. oj(e¡) ■ oo(ej) = 03(e¡ej) = co(0) = 0  for i ¥= j and  1 <£/<«.

In particular, if tofe,) = oj(e¡) for integers i and / such that   1 < 1, ; < n and

í #/,  then  ío(e¿) = co(ey) = (¿(e,) • to(ey) = 0. Therefore, the elements of E2

are pairwise orthogonal; and it is easily deduced from Proposition 2 that

SjLjtofe,) • 02(oy) is an automorphism of B2  if, and only if,  7r2  is a permuta-

tion of E2.

Now let El = [e G E\oj(e) =# 0}. Since <p2(o)(u(e)) = u&^oXe)) for

oGH and eGE, Ex   and the complement of Í,   in £ are  0t(//)-stable sub-

sets of /?.   Letting it denote the mapping of E into E defined by the rule

7r(e,) = 01(oy~1)(eJ) for  l</<n; a mapping tt1   of Ex   onto /Tj  is obtained

by restricting 7r  to Et. The restriction of co to E1   is a bijection of E%   onto

/r2.  Since  co(01(aj"1)(t?1)) = 02(oy~1)(a>(e1)) for  l</<«, wTTjfc) = 7r2co(e)

for eGE1. Consequently, 7r2  is a permutation of E2  if and only if 7Tj   is a

permutation of E1. Furthermore, 7t is a permutation of E if and only if

^"-lei • 01(oy)  is an automorphism of Bi   by Proposition 2.  But if tt is a

permutation of E, then  7Tj   will be a permutation of E¡. Thus, if 2?=le¡ •

0,(oy) is an automorphism of /?j, then  SJLjOdf^) ■ 02(oy) is an automorphism

of 52. To prove statement (ii) of the Corollary, assume that, with at most one

exception, oj(e¡) ¥=Q for  1 < 1 < n.  Then El   contains every element of E

except possibly one; so, if tt1   is a permuation of E¡, then 7r must be a per-

mutation of E.   In this case, if 2"-1oj(ei) • 02(oy) is an automorphism of B2,

then  SjLje,- • 0,(0,) is an automorphism of Bv

In agreement with [5, Definition 1.4], call B a Galois extension of A

with Galois group  G if there exist a positive integer n and elements x¡, y¡ of

B,  Ki<n, suchthat  ^=1xia(yi) = 8lg  for all  a in  G.

Proposition 3.   Let B' be a separable A-subalgebra of B,  which is

stable under G; and let G be the closure of G with respect to the Boolean

algebra of all idempotent elements of B'.   Then:

(i)  There exists a finite set F of pairwise orthogonal idempotent ele-

ments of A, such that 2cGFe = 1 ; and, for each eGF, there exists a sub-

group G(e) of G such that (G(e) : 1) < (G : 1) and B'e is a Galois exten-

sion of Ae with respect to the group of automorphisms of B'e induced by

elements of G(e).
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(ii) HomA(B', B') is generated as a left B'-module by those automor-

phisms of B' which are the restrictions of elements of G.

(iii) Every automorphism of B' over A  is the restriction to B' of an

element of G.

Proof.  Let x,, • • •, xn, yx, • • •, yH  be elements of B'  such that

2^^,-v,. = 1   and  ZjLi&e, ® V, = ZJL,«, ®y¡b in B'®A B'  for all b G B'.

Setting ea = ^"=1x¡ ■ a(y¡), eaGB'  for a G G.  Moreover,  'Z%lbxi ® a(y¡) =

2?=1x,. ® a(yfi) in B ®A B, and so b ■ ea = ea ■ a(b) for b G B'  and a G

G.  Therefore,

n n n

el = T.ea-xi- a(y¡) =Hxieo- °(y¿) -£**•***•■ eo>
i= 1 i= 1 i= 1

for a G G; and   {a(eT)\a, t G G] is a finite, G-stable set of idempotent ele-

ments of B'. Clearly the set   {o(eT)|a, r G G} generates a finite, G-stable sub-

algebra of the Boolean algebra of all idempotent elements of B'; Jet E be the

set of minimal elements of this finite subalgebra. Then E is a finite, G-stable

set of pairwise orthogonal idempotent elements of B'  such that  2ee£.e = 1.

A groupoid g of ring isomorphisms between elements of the set  [Be\e G E} is

obtained by letting g(Be, Be') be the set of isomorphisms of Be onto Be

which are restrictions of elements of G for e, e G E.   Since A  is the subring

of G-invariant elements of B, A = {b G B\a(be) = be   for a Gg(Be, Be')}.

In Lemma 2.2 of [6], there is given a construction of a finite set F of pairwise

orthogonal idempotent elements of A, such that  2eeFe = 1; and, for each

e G F, a group G(e) of automorphisms of Be for which Ae is the subring

of invariant elements. Each element of G(e) is induced by an automorphism of

B which acts as the identity map on 5(1 - e), and thus G(e) may be identi-

fied with a group of automorphisms of B.  Although it is not explicitly stated

there, it is obvious from the proof of [6, Lemma 2.2] that G(e) is a subgroup

of G and (G(e) : 1) < (G : 1). For each e G F, let H(e) be the group of automor-

phisms of B'e induced by elements of G(e). By careful analogy with the con-

struction of the groups G(e), the groups H(e) may be constructed from the

groupoid h  of ring isomorphisms between elements of the set   {B'e\e G E},

obtained by letting h(B'e, B'e) be the set of isomorphisms of B'e onto B'e'

which are restrictions of elements of G for e, e G E,  so as to satisfy Lemma

2.2 of [6].  For eGE and oGG,  ^"=1ex¡ • a(y¡) = e • ea  and either e •

ea = 0 or e • ea = e.  But if e • e0 = e, then e • o(b) = e • ea • a(b) =

e ■ b • ea = e • b for bGB'. Therefore  2?=1(x¡e) • p(y¡e) = 8lp ■ e for all

p G h(B'e, B'e) and eGE, and it follows from [6, Proposition 1.7 and Lemma
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2.2] that B'e is a Galois extension of Ae with Galois group H(e) for every

eGF.

HomA(B', B') = 2eeFe • HomA(B', B'); and, for each eGF, there is a

natural isomorphism of e ■ EomA(B', B') onto  UomAe(B'e, B'e).  Since B'e

is a Galois extension of Ae with respect to a group of automorphisms of B'e

which are induced by elements of a subgroup G(e) of G, HomAe(B'e, B'e) is

generated as a left 5'e-module by these induced automorphisms for eGF.   It

follows easily from part (ii) of Proposition 1 that UomA(B', B') is generated as

a left B'-module by those automorphisms of B' which are the restrictions of

elements of G.   Finally, let  0  be an automorphism of B'  over A.   0 =

2eeFc • 0, and e • 0  induces an automorphism of B'e over /le  for each

eGF.   But for each eGF, there exist pairwise orthogonal idempotent elements

/i> " ■ " . // of /?'e and elements iy, • • * , rt of G(e), such that e • 0  and

2'=,/y ■ T,- induce the same automorphism on 5'e by [5, Corollary 3.3].  From

the construction given for the group G(e), eGF, it is easily deduced that  0

lies in the closure, with respect to the Boolean algebra of all idempotent elements

of B',  of the group of automorphisms of B'  which are the restrictions of

elements of G.   This fact is also a consequence of Lemma 3.14 of [10].  There-

fore, there exist a G-stable set   {flt • ■ • , fh]  of h pairwise orthogonal idem-

potent elements of B'  and  oy G G for  1 < i < h, such that  0  is the restric-

tion of 2?=1/y • oy to B'  by part (ii) of Proposition 1.  2f=1/y = 0(1) = 1;

and taking Bx = B'  and B2 = B, and letting co be the inclusion map of B'

into B, the Corollary to Proposition 2 may be applied to conclude that

2f=1/) • oy is an automorphism of B.   Clearly  2?=1 f¡ ■ oy is an element of G.

Let AT be a finitely generated, projective module over a commutative ring

A, let p  be a prime ideal of A, and recall that X    is a free A -module of

finite rank [3, Chapter 2, §5, Theorem 1]. The rank of the free Ap-module

X    is called the rank of X at p  and it will be denoted simply by rankiX,).

Lemma 1.   Let B' be any commutative A-algebra which is a finitely

generated, projective A-module. If Ä  is a separable A-subalgebra of B', then:

(i) B'  is a finitely generated, projective A'-module.

(ii) A' is an A'-module direct summand of B'.

(hi) A' and B'/A' are finitely generated, projective A-modules.

(iv) rank(4p) + rank((ß'/4')p) = rank(/?p) for every prime ideal p of A.

Proof.   Let A'  be a separable /1-subalgebra of B'. Since B'  is a

finitely generated .4-module, certainly B'  is a finitely generated .¿'-module.

Statement (i) is a consequence of the well-known fact that any yl'-module which

is projective as an .4-module is also projective as an .¿'-module.  Indeed, Ä  is
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a module of projective dimension zero over A' ®A A'  by [4, Chapter IX, Prop-

osition 7.7] ; and, for any .¿'-module X which is projective as an /1-module, it

follows from [4, Chapter IX, Proposition 2.3] that Ä ®A- X is a projective

A' ®A /1-module.  But A' ®A' X is naturally isomorphic to X, and A' ®A A

is naturally isomorphic to A'. B'  is a finitely generated, projective left

HomA'(B', 5')-module by [1, Proposition A.3] ; and A'  is an .¿'-module direct

summand of B'  according to. [9, Proposition 1].  In particular, A'  is an A-

module direct summand of B'; and, therefore, A'  and B'/A'  are finitely gen-

erated, projective .¿-modules. Moreover, for any prime ideal p  of A, B'   is

isomorphic as an Ap-module to the direct sum of A'p  and  (B'/A')p; and, there-

fore, rank(5p) = tank(A'p) + rank((5'/A')p).

If B' is a G-stable subring of B, then G is canonically represented as

a group of automorphisms of B'  by restricting each element of G  to B'.

Moreover, if K is the kernel of this representation, then  G/K may be identified

with a group of automorphisms of B'  by this representation, and this identifica-

tion will be made whenever it is convenient.

Lemma 2.   Let B' be an A-subalgebra of B which is stable under G,

let K be the kernel of the canonical representation of G as a group of auto-

morphisms of B', and let G be the closure of G with respect to the Boolean

algebra of all idempotent elements of B'. Assume that B'  is a Galois extension

of A  with Galois group G/K, and let A'  be a separable A-subalgebra of B'.

Then:

(i) A' is a finitely generated, projective A-module-,

(ii) rank(¿p) < (G : K) for every prime ideal p of A;

(hi)  there exists a finite subgroup H of G such that A' is the subring

of H-invariant elements of B.

Proof.  Let p be a prime ideal of A.   Since B'  is a Galois extension of

A  with Galois group G/K, B' is a finitely generated, projective /1-module.  By

Lemma 1, A' is a finitely generated, projective /1-module and rank(i4') <

rank(/5p). But  rank(5p) equals the order of G/K by [5, Lemma 4.1] ; and

therefore  rank(¿p) < (G : K). Also there exist a positive integer n and elements

x¡, y j of B',  1 < i < n, such that  ^"=1x¡ • 00,.) = 61>0  for all 0 G G/K.

Since K is a normal subgroup of G, BK  is a G-stable subring of B.   Clearly

B' C B     and K is the kernel of the canonical representation of G as a group

of automorphisms of BK. Thus G/K is faithfully represented as a group of

automorphisms of BK, and BK  must be a Galois extension of A  with Galois

group G/K. But then the inclusion map of B'  into BK  is an isomorphism by

[5, Theorem 3.4] ; and therefore B' = BK.
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B'  is a separable A -algebra by [5, Theorem 1.3], and there exists a finite

group H of automorphisms of B'  such that A' = (B')H by [7, Lemma 1.5].

Each element  0  of H is uniquely expressible as  0 = 2^^eGiKe^ ,<t> ' 0> wnere

0^10 G G/K] is a set of pairwise orthogonal idempotent elements of /?',

according to [5, Corollary 3.3].  The set   {a(<?0 0)|a G G, 0 G H, and 0 G G/K}

is finite, and it generates a finite, G-stable subalgebra of the Boolean algebra of

all idempotent elements of B'. Letting el, • • •, em  be the minimal elements

of this finite subalgebra,   {el,- • • , em} isa G-stable set of pairwise orthogonal

idempotent elements of B'  suchthat  'L'¡íle¡=l. It is easily verified that 5 =

{'Zm.lei • oyloy G G for  1 < i < m) is a finite semigroup of homomorphisms of

B into B, and every element of H is the restriction to B'  of an element of

S.   Let H be the subsemigroup of those elements of S, the restrictions of which

are elements of H. The Corollary to Proposition 2 may be applied to the rings

B' and B to show that every element of H is an automorphism of B; and

Proposition 2 may be used to show that, whenever 77 G H,  vT1 GH.  Thus, it is

apparent that H is a finite subgroup of G,  KC H,  and H = H/K. Therefore

A' = (B'f = (BKf'K =BfI.

Theorem.   Let Ä be a separable A-subalgebra of B, let B' = noeGo(¿'),

and let G be the closure of G with respect to the Boolean algebra of all idem-

potent elements of B'.

(i) Ä  is a finitely generated, projective A-module.

(ii) rank(¿p) < (G : 1) for every prime ideal p of A.

(in)  There exists a finite subgroup H of G such that Ä  is the subring

of H-invariant elements of B.

Proof.  Since A'  is a separable .¿-subalgebra of B,  a(Ä) is a separable

.¿-subalgebra of B for a G G; and B'  is a homomorphic image of the tensor

product of the  a(A'), so B' is a G-stable subalgebra of B which is separable

by [2, Proposition 1.4 and Proposition 1.5].  By Proposition 3, there exists a

finite set F of pairwise orthogonal idempotent elements of A, such that

2ee/?c? = 1 ; and, for each eGF, there exists a subgroup  G(e) of G  such that

(G(e) : 1) < (G : 1) and B'e is a Galois extension of Ae with respect to the

group of automorphisms of B'e induced by elements of G(e).  Since A'e is a

homomorphic image of A', A'e is a separable .¿e-subalgebra of Be for e G G

[2, Proposition 1.4].  Let G(e) be the closure, with respect to the Boolean algebra

of all idempotent elements of B'e, of the group of automorphisms of Be in-

duced by elements of G(e). It follows from Lemma 2 that, for each eGF, A'e

is a finitely generated, projective .¿e-module; iaak((A'e)q) < (G : 1) for every

prime ideal q of Ae; and there exists a finite subgroup H(e) of G(e) such
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that A'e is the subring of //(e)-invariant elements of Be.   Since A = ^eGFAe,

A' = 2ceF¿'e, and A'e is a finitely generated, projective  /le-module for each

eGF, A'  must be a finitely generated, projective /I-module.  Let p be a prime

ideal of A, and let e be an element of F suchthat e G p.  A'e is naturally

isomorphic to the ring of fractions e~x   Ä, Ae is naturally isomorphic to the

ring of fractions e~l -A, pe is a prime ideal of Ae, and the complement of

p  in A   is mapped onto the complement of pe in Ae by the canonical homo-

morphism of A  onto Ae. Therefore, A    is isomorphic to  (Ae)pe, and A'p

and (A'e)pe  are isomorphic Ap-modules by [3, Chapter II, §2, Proposition 7].

Consequently, rank(/lp) = rank(G4'e)pe) < (G : 1).  Finally, let H be the direct

product of the groups //(e), eGF.  H is a finite group, and the decomposition

B = EeBFBe may be used to define an isomorphism by which H may be identi-

fied with a group of automorphisms of B.  Since G(e) is a subgroup of G, it

follows readily that //(e) is a subgroup of the closure, with respect to the Boolean

algebra of all idempotent elements of B'e, of the group of automorphisms of

Be induced by elements of G.   Therefore, H is a subgroup of G, and Ä =

^^(Bef^^B".
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